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Corporations say they will leave Russia but don’t
• Majority of announcements are either partial or not ful lled
• Companies are becoming ‘false heroes’
Embargoed for publication on Tuesday 28 June
New York/London,

June. The Moral Rating Agency released data revealing that most corporations

making Russian exit statements are not doing so fully. The organization is exposing the individual
companies and their exit de ciencies on its new website in a campaign called ‘Who is still supporting
Russia?’. It has shown if the corporations’ announcements have any real value, by measuring which
Russian activities of a corporation were actioned and if each was followed through or not.
Of the

largest corporations in the world involved with Russia at the time of Ukraine’s invasion,

only % ( companies) exited all of their activities completely.
announcement at all. Surprisingly,

%(

%(

companies) made no exit

companies) fell into a category of making a withdrawal

that either covered only part of the corporation’s Russian activities, or was not completely realized, or
both.
The Moral Rating Agency was created to

Most are in the grey zone

investigate the completeness of corporations’
withdrawals from Russia, and whether promises
of action were realized at all. Mark Dixon, the
agency’s founder, explained, “Companies say they
will get out of Russia but the devil is in the
detail. Most don’t deliver fully. They are devils
in angels’ clothing.”
The Moral Rating Agency investigated which of
the top

corporations in the world had

Russian business at the time of the invasion.
were involved with Russia,
to have been,

were con rmed not

were Russian-owned, and

didn’t disclose their involvement.
Note: Breakdown of the 114 corporations involved with Russia at time of invasion, out of Top 200 in world
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Ways they slip through the net
The organization found that there are four main loopholes to avoid a proper exit:

• A Russian activity is not mentioned in the statement, allowing the corporation to keep operating
something that is often economically more signi cant than the announced closure

• The corporation makes a carve-out to its withdrawal promises, along with an excuse
• A factory or operation is mothballed but employees are retained so the lights can be switched on at
a moment’s notice

• A sale of a Russian company or asset is promised but without any timeframe for an actual sale,
which may not materialize
Mr. Dixon explained,
“Companies are hiding in
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The Half-hearted outnumber all others
Half-hearted outnumber all others

shades of grey where they

STUCK IN THE
MIDDLE

do little but look like they
are doing a lot. When

(63)

people hear that a
company is out of Russia,
they don’t have time to
check which activities
were not included in the
statement, or whether the
pull-out was actually

IN
(44)

Credit Agricole
Dell Technologies
Deutsche Post DHL Group

Agricultural Bank of China
Alibaba Group Holding
Aviation Industry Corp. of China
Bank of America
ChemChina
China Baowu Steel Group
China Communications Construction
China Construction Bank
China FAW Group
China Mobile Communications
China National Offshore Oil
China National Petroleum
China Railway Construction
China Railway Engineering Group
China State Construction Engineering
China Telecommunications
CITIC Group
COFCO
Country Garden Holdings
Dongfeng Motor
EXOR Group
Ford Motor
Guangzhou Automobile Industry Group
Industrial & Commercial Bank of China
Itochu
Japan Post Holdings
JD.com
Marathon Petroleum
Mitsubishi Corp
Mitsui
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
People's Insurance Co. of China
Reliance Industries
SAIC Motor
Saudi Aramco
Sinochem
Sinopec Group

E.ON
Electricite de France
Enel
Exxon Mobil
FedEx
Fortum
General Electric
General Motors
Glencore
Goldman Sachs Group
Hitachi
HSBC Holdings
Huawei Investment & Holding
Hyundai Motor
Intel
International Business Machines
Johnson & Johnson
JP Morgan
Lenovo Group
LG Electronics
Marubeni
Mercedes-Benz (formerly Daimler)
Meta (formerly Facebook)
Microsoft
Nestle
Nissan Motor
Panasonic
PepsiCo
Procter & Gamble
Raytheon Technologies
Royal Dutch Shell
Samsung
Siemens
Sony
Tesco
TotalEnergies
Toyota Motor

SK Group
Tencent Holdings
Tokyo Electric Power
Walgreens Boots Alliance
Xiamen C&D
Xiamen ITG Holding Group
XMXYG

Trafigura Group
U.S. Postal Service
Unilever
United Parcel Service
Volkswagen
Walt Disney
Zurich Insurance Group

Alphabet
Amazon
BMW Group
Deutsche Telekom
Honda Motor
Sysco
Valero Energy

No withdrawal
withdrawal identified
No
reported

Either
activity,
an
Not allsome
activities
exited
incomplete
planned
exit, or
or
an exit not
completed,
orboth
both

Full
Full&&complete
completeexit
exit
from Russia

implemented.”

company announcements
are not worth the paper
they are written on. You
read the statement and it
sounds like the company
is doing something real –
but often it is just a
promise that the company
will be able to tear up. If
it can delay the sale until
it’s acceptable to do
business again in Russia,
it will have done nothing
at all.”

OUT
(7)

of the 114incorporations
with
Russia at time
of Top
200 in
world
Note: Breakdown ofNote:
the Breakdown
114 companies
Russia atinvolved
time of
invasion,
out of
ofinvasion,
largestout
200
in the
world
Source: MoralRatingAgency.org
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He added, “Some

Airbus
Alimentation Couche-Tard
Allianz
AmerisourceBergen
Apple
Assicurazioni Generali
Axa
Bank of China
BASF
BNP Paribas
Boeing
Bosch Group
BP
Chevron
Citigroup
Comcast

Out of the

The devil is in the detail

corporations that made

withdrawal announcements, only seven
passed the Moral Rating Agency’s test

63 corporations stuck in grey zone
Company

Deficiency

Airbus

Continuing to import titanium

Alimentation Couche-Tard

Local operations only mothballed and retaining employees

Allianz

Only planning to sell half of Russian subsidiary

AmerisourceBergen

Only committed to stop new business initiatives

Apple

No mention of ceasing gold imports

Assicurazioni Generali

Still owns 39% stake in Ingosstrakh

Axa

Still owns stake in Reso and continues to serve existing clients in the Axa business

Bank of China

Still operating in Russia, apart from its Singapore oﬃce decision

BASF

Continues to serve existing clients and also carved out the food sector

BNP Paribas

Continuing to serve existing customers

Boeing

Only mothballed the Moscow engineering center and also retaining employees

Bosch Group

Still owns the St. Petersburg plant

BP

Still owns Rosneft stake

Chevron

Still owns 15% stake in Caspian pipeline

Citigroup

Continuing to serve existing customers

Comcast

Only mothballed Universal Music Group subsidiary

Credit Agricole

Only mothballed Russian business

Dell Technologies

Still owns St. Petersburg development centre

Deutsche Post DHL Group

Only mothballed Russian operations

E.ON

Still owns Nord Stream 1 stake

Électricité de France

Still owns 75% stake in Framatome

Enel

Still owns Konakovskaya, Sredneuralskaya and Nevinnomysskaya plants

Exxon Mobil

Still owns Sakhalin-I stake

FedEx

Only mothballed local operations

Fortum

Still owns Ural region and Western Siberia power plants

General Electric

Only mothballed aviation and renewables, and no action on healthcare and power

General Motors

Retained some employees in Russia

Glencore

Continuing to purchase under existing oil contracts

Goldman Sachs Group

Continuing to serve existing customers

Hitachi

Only mothballed the Kalinin factory

HSBC Holdings

Still operating and serving existing customers

Huawei Investment & Holding

Continuing to supply existing customers, and no mention of closing manufacturing

corporations involved fall into this grey

Hyundai Motor

Only mothballed St. Petersburg plant

Intel

Local operations only mothballed

zone. The list of household names

International Business Machines

Only mothballed local operations

Johnson & Johnson

Continuing J&J institute in Moscow and pharmaceuticals and medical devices

JP Morgan

Continuing to serve existing customers

Lenovo Group

Incomplete rumours

LG Electronics

Still owns Moscow plant

Marubeni

Still owns stake in Sakhalin-II

Mercedes-Benz

Only mothballed its Moscow plant

Meta (formerly Facebook)

Still selling ads locally

Microsoft

Still supporting schools and hospitals

Nestlé

Continuing to retain employees and still producing baby food and medical goods

Nissan Motor

Only mothballed St. Petersburg plant

Panasonic

Continuing local sales support

PepsiCo

Still producing milk products and also retained employees in general

Procter & Gamble

Still producing health-related goods and also retained employees in general

Raytheon Technologies

Operations only mothballed

Royal Dutch Shell

Still owns Sakhalin-II stake

Samsung

Kaluga plant only mothballed

Siemens

Continues to serve existing clients, and carved out the health sector

Sony

Only mothballed most activities/didn't mention medical and electronic exports

Tesco

Still owns 100% of Dunnhumby Russia LLC

TotalEnergies

Still owns stakes in several Russian businesses

Toyota Motor

Only mothballed its St. Petersburg factory

Trafigura Group

Still owns stake in Vostok Oil

Ukrainian government, after which they

U.S. Postal Service

Only mothballed local operations

are often viewed as being fully out of

Unilever

Still producing products described as essential

United Parcel Service

Only mothballed Russian operations

Volkswagen

Only mothballed the Kaluga and Novgorod plants

Walt Disney

Still owns St. Petersburg cruise port

Zurich Insurance Group

Still owns Russian business

that all activities should be actioned
and each one implemented completely.

‘Moralwashing’
The agency’s founder added, “The
companies don’t just fail to exit
properly. They often also exaggerate
or spin up their paltry efforts. Russia
is such a hot potato that companies
are ‘moralwashing’ to hide their
inaction or incomplete action. And,
when they do admit to keeping an
activity going, they are masterful at
coming up with excuses. I wish they
would spend as much energy leaving
Russia completely as they spend
pretending that they already have.”
According to the Moral Rating Agency’s
standards, many of the world’s largest

includes: Airbus, Allianz, Apple,
Boeing, BP, Chevron, Citigroup, Dell,
EdF, Exxon Mobile, Fedex, General
Electric, General Motors, Goldman
Sachs, JP Morgan, Mercedes-Benz,
Meta (formerly Facebook), Microsoft,
Nestlé, Nissan, Panasonic, PepsiCo,
P&G, Raytheon, Shell, Siemens, Sony,
Total, Toyota, Unilever, UPS,
Volkswagen, and Walt Disney.
Many of these companies made some
degree of withdrawal following
pressure from consumers or the

Russia.

Note: Deficiencies are based on first announcement monitored
Source: MoralRatingAgency.org
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The Moral Rating Agency’s founder said, “It’s no surprise that short-term, nancially-driven,
morally-vacant corporations are failing to get out completely. What is surprising is that these
moral cowards are getting credit for being heroes, though a combination of lack of transparency,
complexity of their operations, and often by actively spinning their stories. We call them the ‘false
heroes’. Their behavior is not only unfair to the corporations that do the right thing, but, by
avoiding the spotlight, the false heroes can also keep their customers and shareholders in the dark,
while they keep earning from Russia and while Putin’s regime bene ts from the other side of the
transaction.”
The

corporations with exit de ciencies span a wide range of shortcomings, from those that have

put only a toe outside Russia to those that keep only a foot in the door. The Moral Rating Agency has
rated each company’s degree of exit as a score of up to ten, with a ten being applied only for a total
and complete withdrawal.
Activities measured include exports, imports, wholly-owned factories and assets, of ces and partlyowned investments, meaning that some corporations need to take many actions to get a clean rating
under the Moral Rating Agency’s strict ‘out means out’ rule.
Mr. Dixon said, “The companies that refuse to break at all with Russia are of course the worst of
the worst, but these include many Chinese companies which may never leave. So, the low hanging
fruit are the companies that have started their journey out of Russia and we want to get them to
nish the job. We will continue to spotlight and publicly admonish them. Of course, this doesn’t
mean we are going to ignore companies that have made no move at all.”

True heroes
Only a handful of the top

corporations in the world passed the test for a full and complete exit of

all exports, imports, local operations, subsidiaries and investments. Clean breaks were made by
Alphabet (owner of Google), Amazon, BMW, Deutsche Telekom, Honda, Sysco and Valero Energy.

Warning to corporations
Speaking of his goals, Mr. Dixon said, “We hope to make life so unbearable for the half-hearted
companies that they are forced to make full and complete exits according to our uniform standards
without any further dragging of their heels. CEOs and boards of directors should then be able to
look at themselves in the mirror.”
On its site, the Moral Rating Agency has issued an open letter to boards of directors of corporations
that haven’t left Russia, in which Mr. Dixon sets out moral and nancial arguments for getting out,
along with a warning to companies that their behavior and its timing will be memorialized in an
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‘False heroes’

Note: A further text on the site that is available for media use – ‘Shades of Red: Exposure of false
heroes’ – provides more detail on the ways corporations are getting undeserved credit without cutting
links with Russia properly.
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Boycotting Russia isn’t black and white. Western companies are
playing games in Shades of Red. Many of them claim they have
cut ties with Russia but in fact continue with some activities or
fail to follow through with promises. Many are just
Moralwashing. The devil is in the detail — quite literally, in this
case.
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THE GOOD, BAD AND UGLY
Indelible Ledger of 5-dimension moral ratings of top global corporations’ response to the invasion of
Ukraine

About the Moral Rating Agency
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up to get Russia out of Ukraine
and use this momentum to help
pro-democracy Russians get Putin
and his regime out of Russia.
Later, it plans to cover corporate
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In addition to exposing, and
crediting, corporations through
moral ratings, the MRA maintain
an Indelible Ledger of a
company’s behavior so any later
corrective actions do not wipe the
slate clean. Time is of the essence,
so the rating system includes a
disincentive for delay through
exposing and tracking what
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range of issues their clients wish, the Moral &'()*+*
Rating Agency is zeroing in on a single corporate moral
M-/03/.%;!,%'&.D.'0

issue, initially Russia-Ukraine.
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The MRA was founded and is led by Mark Dixon, who runs the mergers & acquisitions consultancy
Thinking Linking in the City of London and New York. Mark has been opposed to autocratic regimes,
particularly the Chinese government and Putin’s transformation of Russia from a nascent democracy
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into a fully-throttled autocracy. He has a personal connection with Ukraine because he has owned an
apartment in the city of Lviv since

. He has also lived in China.

The MRA has a paid staff comprising moral raters, veri ers, and fact-checkers who operate according
to its Rating Methodology. It also has an on-site team involved in statistics, media relations, site
production and publishing.
The MRA has no customers, external commercial relationships, nor con icts of any kind. It will rate
and publish so that consumers, media and governments can see corporate behavior on a single topic
on a fair and standardized basis, quite aside from the fact that it feels strongly about the underlying
topic in question, as explained in Rating Philosophy.
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The MRA’s site includes a detailed set of de nitions in its rating lexicon.

